Regional Service Model - Closer Proximity to You and Your Customer
We understand the unique characteristics of your
market better than single point of service
manufacturers. Haldex Friction Centers are
equipped to be responsive to the needs of unique
customers in each of our regional service areas.

When it comes to
brake shoe relining,
good isn’t

Since Haldex provides regional locations
throughout the U.S. and strives for maximum
operational efficiency, order turn-around times are
reduced, allowing you to turn your inventory faster
- resulting in a healthier bottom line.

good enough.

Faster service with local supply points reduces
the chances of “stock-outs”. Less distance to
travel means “special order” freight costs are
substantially lower. It’s likely Haldex is close
enough to eliminate the need for “air service”
on emergency orders - and still be able to
deliver the next day.

Every Friction Center is Staffed with
People that Understand Your Needs

Value Added Quality
Haldex is determined to continuously provide the highest quality remanufactured brake shoes in the industry. A primary point of
emphasis is adding additional, meaningful quality while minimizing the cost impact to our customers. For this reason as an example,
Haldex will not “coin” brake shoes. The extra costs associated with coining do not justify the short term “benefit” of selling a brake
shoe that is beyond specifications and beyond its useful life. Haldex’s answer to those who promote “coining” is simple...”scrapping”.

Over 30 Quality Checkpoints
and Inspections Per Shoe:
• Table Wear & Damage
• Web Damage
• Anchor & Roller End Wear & Damage
• Shoe Stretch & Collapse
• Elongated Rivet Holes
• Coating Coverage
• Lining Fit/Rivet Torque

Rust inhibitive coating tested to exceed an
aggressive 250 hour salt spray criteria

Process Fundamentals

Haldex Friction Centers serve a smaller, localized
customer base and are able to provide a superior
customer service experience.

You depend on Haldex for high quality products, exceptional service and innovation that resets the benchmark
for total program satisfaction.
These fundamentals are the foundation of the Haldex friction program. Our OEM proven products together with
an industry leading Friction Center network provide a unique, value-rich “choice” for all segments in the heavyduty transportation industry. Whether you’re focused on distribution or are responsible for a fleet, Haldex has the
most progressive solution available when it comes to brakes and brake shoe relining.

How does Haldex do it differently?
• Haldex continues to be the only brake component manufacturer to operate a nationwide network dedicated to brake
shoe relining that consists of multiple manufacturing and distribution points. We stay closer to you so you can stay
close to us.
• Through our Friction Center network, Haldex operates its own fleet of delivery vehicles. Dedicated
logistics for faster, consistent service.
• Our focus is on value-added quality. Haldex ensures that any issues are resolved quickly - keeping the
customer’s needs a priority.
• Haldex Friction Center personnel enhance our program by providing logistics solutions and assisting with technical
issues. Our friction experts take care of your needs.
• Our products. Decades of proven performance with the industry’s most demanding fleets provides the
confidence you need for the most demanding customers in your market.

Friction Center personnel are an added resource to
support the efforts of your sales experts - an invaluable
asset when sales success depends on a fast answer to a
challenging question.
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Fleet Vehicles Exclusively Devoted to the Friction Center Network
Haldex will deliver new and relined brake shoes as well as pick-up cores while we are at your location. This convenient two-way service helps simplify
logistics and takes third party logistics providers out of the picture. This means there is no guess work as to where a shipment may be and
when it will be delivered. Haldex will
arrange a schedule based on your
order volume and order frequency and then we stick to it so there
are no surprises.
Having a Haldex employee at
your location as often
as once per week
adds another
“personal touch”
ensuring that we
satisfy your
business needs.

A liberal core program protects
your core investment.

Shoe quality begins at core
check-in. Out of spec shoes are
scrapped.

Automatic deliners prevent
excessive table damage,
protecting shoe quality at a
higher level.

Individual shot blasting ensures
100% removal of external
contaminants - necessary for
reliable coating coverage.

Extensive investments in
coatings and curing processes
ensures maximum protection
against corrosion.

Rivet torque specifications are
critically maintained to ensure
reliable lining to shoe
attachment.

Haldex provides packaging
options to fit the needs of your
business.

Door to door service on the
Haldex Fleet is faster and more
reliable.

